SUNDAY, 07.10.2012

- Registration of participants
- 18.00 ACADEMY OPENING CEREMONY

MONDAY, 08.10.2012 Vrnjacka banja

- 08.00-09.00 Registration of participants

MORNING PROGRAM
Chairpersons: G. Bogdanovic, E. S. Gershtein, M. Miladinov-Mikov

- 09.00 MARICA MILADINOV-MIKOV – Epidemiology of malignant gastrointestinal tumors
- 09.15 ELENA S. GERSHTEIN – Prognostic role of tumor associated proteases in colorectal cancer
- 09.30 VLADIMIR JURISIC – Significance of determination of CD34 in colorectal cancer patients
- 09.45 GORDANA BOGDANOVIC – Cell lines as a model for assessing tumor sensitivity to antitumor substances
- 10.00 JELENA LUJIC – Cyanotoxin effects on fish grown in Ludas lake

10.15 – 10.45 DISCUSSION AND COFFEE BREAK
Chairpersons: M. Breberina, T. Skricka, G. Stanojevic

- 10,45 ALEKSANDAR STOJADINOVIC – Cytoreductive surgery and heated intraperitoneal chemotherapy for peritoneal surface malignancy of colonic origin
- 11,15 ZORAN RADOVANOVIC – Rectal carcinoma: superior oncological radicality of extralevator amputation of rectum in a prone position of the patient
- 11,30 IVAN MAJDEVAC – Surgery of liver metastases of colorectal carcinoma at the Oncology Institute of Vojvodina from 2004 – 2012
- 11,45 BILJANA KUKIC – Some of practical problems of oncologists in colorectal carcinoma therapy in Vojvodina
- 12,00 GORAN STANOJEVIC – Rare colon and rectal tumors – overall survival
- 12,15 DEJAN IVANOV – Place and role of laparoscopy in the advanced digestive tract tumors’ treatment

12,30 – 13,00 DISCUSSION

13, 00 – 14,30 LUNCH AND BREAK

AFTERNOON PROGRAM
Chairpersons: B. Kukic, B. Brücher, M. Protić

- 14,30 TOMAS SKRICKA – Gastric resection in elderly patients with gastric cancer
- 15,00 BJORN BRÜCHER – Response in multimodal treated advanced upper GI cancer
- 15,30 MIROSLAV STOJANOVIC – Multiorgan resections of the upper abdomen tumors
- 15,45 MLADJAN PROTIC – Locally advanced pancreatic carcinoma
- 16,00 Sunitinib – targeted therapy approach – MARIJA GLIGORIJEVIC, Pfizer

16,15 – 16,45 DISCUSSION AND COFFEE BREAK
Chairpersons: M. Prvulović, J. Mihailovic, D. Dobanovacki

- 16,45 MLADEN PRVULOVIC – Contemporary imaging methods in diagnostics of liver metastases of colorectal carcinoma
- 17,00 JASNA MIHAILEVIC – The role of PET in diagnostics of GI tract malignant tumors
- 17,15 NATASA PRVULOVIC – Magnetic-resonance imaging in assessment of the locoregional spread of rectal carcinoma
- 17,30 DUSANKA DOBANOVACKI – Antenatal and neonatal oncology: diagnostics and treatment
- 17,45 DJERDJI SARIC – Approach to the oncological patient

**18,00 – 18,30 DISCUSSION**

Chairpersons: T. Petrovic, Z. Radovanovic

- 18,30 MILANA KRESOJA - Impact of the surgical resection volume to early treatment outcome after duodenopancreatectomy
- 18,40 INA KONJEVIC - Molecular diagnostics of K-RAS mutations in colorectal carcinoma samples
- 18,50 DEJAN BIRO - Correlation of immunohistochemical expression of p53 and HER2 with histopathological characteristics of stomach carcinoma

20,00 DINNER
TUESDAY, 09.10.2012

History of Serbian medicine
Chairpersons: B. Dimitrijevic, T. Skricka

- 09,00 TOMAS SKRICKA – Contribution of the Central European surgeons to development of colorectal surgery
- 09,15 BJORN BRUCHER – Milestones in upper GI Surgery
- 09,30 BRANISLAV DIMITRIJEVIC – From the tailor’s needle to the surgical knife (film)
- 10,00 LUKA NIKOLIC – Bizerta – Return into the legend (film)
- 10,30 MILAN RADOVANOVIC – Letters of Serbian warriors in hospitals in Tunisia and Algeria

- **10,45 – 11,15 DISCUSSION AND COFFEE BREAK**

Chairpersons: J. Maksimovic, D. Dobanovacki

- 11,15 ZORAN VACIC – Vrnjacka banja – Chemical research of mineral waters and development of the spa treatments 1835 – 1914
- 11,30 JOVAN MAKSIMOVIC – From the proctology history
- 11,45 DUSANKA DOBANOVAČKI – Sanatoriums in Novi Sad in the first half of the 20th century
- 12,00 ILIJA KAJTEZ – Fasting and medical vocation

- **12,15 DISCUSSION AND CLOSURE OF ACADEMY**

12,30 LUNCH

13,30 EXCURSION TO THE MONASTERIES ŽIČA (13th century) AND STUDENICA (12th century)